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1O4O HARTMAN STATION ROAD
LANCASTER PA 17601

JUNE 08, 2021

To: CHAIRMAN MICHALE KUBAYANDA
THE POSTAL REGULATORY COMMISSION
901 New York Avenue NW
Washington,Dc 2A268

Dear Sir,

RE: USPS 10 YEAR PLAI.{: Delíveringfor AmerÍca

Some of your CASTOMERS have obtained a copy of the USPS l0-year plan to further
degrade the services of the USPS. I understand from various news reports that your
regulatory commission in currently receiving public input. I must admit that the USPS is
a very large and complex process specific organization. My concerns are that the USPS
is a very much needed part of the infrastructure success of the USA and that efforts to
reorganize it for our current environment are needed. That said, this plan calls for an
unsatisfactory and unacceptable outcome: impaired delivery metrics compared to what
we have been accustomed to.

I am responding in an environment wherein I acknowledge that the USPS has been very
much challenged by the pandemic. I have talked to my lcttercarier a few times because
he was always late for months. That was because he was making up for all the persons

out on quarantine and/or ill will Covidl9. Hs was doing a Herculean ta.sk of delivering
the mail through the pandemic. That said, in my electricity service area in
Pennsylvania, the public utilities chose to wave the late fees for a few months because
their paper bills were being delivered late and the USPS was NOT able to delivery checks

in the mail in a timely manner. I have no idea how long this went on.

I must react to the worst graph in the lO-year plan. It is the results of the metrics tracking
delivery by air, It is Figure 6 that shows how to wreck national USPS services with the
inability to react to negative metrics. Where are the results of the Quality lmprovement
teams (QITs) focus on process improvement? There are NONE. Where are the contract
administration services to penalize the vendors who are contracted to provide air service?
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There are NONE. This whole metics report is atravesty and requires some input and
participation by the American Society for Qualþ (ASQ) organization that is fundamental
to process re-engineering and evaluation. I have included the figure in question below:

FIGURE 6: Recent Air Carier Performance
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So this just confirms ttrat the USPS does not have a focus on quality control. It
documents the fact thatthe cr¡rrent board of governors is intent in desüoying the USPS
by ignoring metrics and probably getting rid of any quality control that had been resident
within the USPS. It is up to you to critique this plan that is totally devoid of anything to
do with quality improvement methodology as supported by ASQ.

The fact is that in this pandemic, air services have declined overall. There must have
been extra planes, but the USPS was incapable of providing service. The above metric
should have been respoaded to and fixed in near-real-time. Instead, the proposal is to
downsize the air transport part of the logistical netü¡otk, go to longer service intervals,
and replace air transport with USPS ground operations.

The ultimate charade in this æport if Figure 5 which claims that

FIct¡nE 5; Air Network Largely Out of Postal Control

How can that claim be true? The USPS has the authority to hire and fire subcontractors
based on perfonnance. This is a IIELLO to the Postal Regulatory Commission. This is
2û21 Ïrith highly computerized operations that supports mass customization, This plan
makes it sormd as though it is the last part of the 2ûth century! You need to shred the
operations parts of this plan and get some real quality process based re-engineering inputs
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from some logistics experts. Maybe the US Army could help. After all, I am told by a
West Point graduate that you only can win wars with superior logistics.

I must admit that I have no opinion on the proposed organizational structure. But I
would bet that there are some folks at the Wharton School who could provide some input.
I have a WhartonManagement Certifisate from 1978 hanging on my office wall. Maybe
you should call them.

The thing I really know is thatthe USPS has impaired the whole financial reporting
processes of the USA because most all of the inputs to an individual tax return are sent in
the US Mail. Think about the role you and the USPS,play in the financial processes of
the country.

It is up to you to determine if this plan is structured to "Deliver for America." I offer
that some parts of it fail my test and maybe they will fail your test as well.

Very truly yours,

H. Franz
Retired Six-Sigma Black
LANCASTER PA

 

CC : Pennsylvania Senators
Robert Casey
Pat Toomey

CC: PA Governor, Thomas Wolf
PA Atùorney General, Mr. J. Shapiro
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Steve Franz
1040 Hartman Station Rd.
Lancaster, PA 17607F
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